Verifying Graduate Studies Admission Status

General Information

While the application status cannot be viewed from within Aurora Student, a user can verify whether a student’s admission to a program has been finalized by verifying their current program of study.

1. Using Advisor Services in Aurora Student Self Service, select General Record. If you have not yet done so you will be required to enter the Student ID and Term. Note: Entering the most recent term will help to ensure that you are viewing the most recent record. You may also view future term information.

2. Using the fields below, verify whether the student’s status is Active and whether their Current Program and Major reflect the program to which they have applied for admission. If the student’s status is Inactive, or if the program information has not yet changed to reflect the program that they have applied to, the student has not yet been admitted to that program.

Effective From: Most recent term in which changes were made to the student’s program information.

Effective To: “End of Time” indicates that this is the most current General record for this student. If a specific term is mentioned here, that is that final term in which this General Record program information was valid, and a more recent record will exist.

Status: If the user is viewing the most recent General Record, this will reflect the student’s current Active or Inactive status at the University of Manitoba.

Current Program: If the user is viewing the most recent General Record, this will reflect the student’s most recent (if Inactive), or current (if Active), program of study.

Admit Term: Reflects the term in which the student was admitted to their most recent, or current, program of study.

Catalog Term: The term corresponds to the calendar which reflects the program rules that the student is following.

Major: The Major that the student has directed their studies toward.